Hiring Platforms Quick Start Guide

Onlinejobs.ph

Onlinejobs.ph is an is an open resume and job posting board. You can communicate, interview, hire and pay the
workers directly. All workers are based in PH and salaries are listed as PHP but has an estimated conversion in USD.
Simple Steps to Post a Job. Once you sign up.
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Step 1. Log in using your credentials after signing up and click on “Post a Job”
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Step 2 You can quickly fill up the form with your Job Ad. There is no limit in the Job Description section.
You can attach links of videos on how to apply and fill up your own forms. You can indicate the
currency in the Wage Section. Set your type of Employment, from Full Time, Part Time or Freelance.
Set a required Proof ID. Proof Id indicates the vetted-level of the individual (are they who they say they
are). You can set a certain Proof ID, the higher you select the fewer may apply but generally, they ‘ll be
higher quality applicants.

Step 3. Select the Skills you are looking for from the list. You can select more than 1 if you are looking
for a more skilled worker.
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Step 4. You can indicate the email address of where you want to get the notifications for your job
post. Click on Post the Job.
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You can manage your jobs and see the applications of the worker. You can set your jobs from Active
to Inactive.

You can monitor your Hired workers using a premium account. You can also bookmark workers to reference at
a later time.
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Freeeup
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These are pre vetted and screened workers. Need to use their platform.
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Step 1 Sign up for an Account and enter your payment information. You’ll have to sign a few agreements.
After that is set up you can view your dashboard and “Request a Worker”
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Step 3 Fill up the needed information for your job requirements and then click on Submit.
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Step 4 Once you hit on Submit, your job will be posted. If there are available workers, you can see them under Workers
Attached and view their contact details. Contact your workers directly through email, Skype, phone, or other means. Your
worker will see comments, but they will not be directly notified. Once you're ready to hire, click the "Hire" button in your
ticket. This will add the worker to your account. If you're not happy with the worker, click on the "Request a New Worker"
button, provide feedback, and a suggested new worker from the marketplace will be sent to you ASAP.
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Upwork

Step 1. Sign up for an account. Log in using your credentials and click on “Post a Job”. NOTE: You profile is as much
of an ad to attract freelancers as their profiles are designed to attract you.
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Step 2 Click on the “Create a new job post” then hit Next

Step 3 Fill up the Type of Work you want done. You can view suggested tips. You can write the description of what
you are looking for. Once done, click Next.
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Step 4 Describe the Job by articulating the work to be done. You can attach sample works, websites or
project files

Step 5 Continue to fill the needed information shown below. The type of project, number of
freelancers and preferred locations. Enter the skills you require, your rate and availability, and your
budget for the project. You can also set the expertise that you require.
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You can continue to fill additional preferences and add a link to forms that you want accomplished
or add the individual questions on the post. You can require a cover letter and invite a coworker to
hire and pay for the account. After that you can choose to “Post the Job”, “Save as Draft” or see
“Preview” of your job
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After posting the job you can review the proposals submitted by the workers and contact them
from there. Upwork screens emails and Skype Ids so it may not be possible to get in touch with your
vetted candidates outside the platform. Doing so would also be at your own risk.
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